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Figure I.1

to get themmore excited than the “cost” of them giving you their con-
tact information. Then and only then can you capture them.

Exactly what, when, and how to say things to actually make this
happen are all covered in this book and a critical part of my “code.”

I was sad to learn after I left Fashion Rock that my sales coach
had actually been arrested nine years earlier on federal bank fraud
charges for his involvement in a telemarketing operation. He had
actually developed a script that was too good, because it crossed several
ethical lines and contained bold-faced lies.

Figure I.2

If Lou Pearlman’s company was a “black hat” sales organization,
Quicken Loanswaswhere I learned “white hat” selling. Quicken Loans
taught me more in five weeks of sales training than any university
could have in four years.

Another a-ha! moment worth sharing about inside sales (before
we get into the X’s and O’s of lead generation and conversion) came
courtesy of Dan Gilbert during my new hire orientation in Michigan.
He spoke about Albert Mehrabian’s 7-38-55 Percent Rule and the sci-
ence behind how humans communicate. Gilbert explained that how
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Figure I.3 How Humans Communicate

people communicate actually breaks down into only three buckets
(see Figure I.3).

The first and most significant impact on human communication
is actually body language. Bad news, he said. When you are selling
over the phone to an Internet lead, body language is gone.

The next is tone. This is where I shine. I am a wordsmith, but I’m
also from the south and I talk slow. I sound super trustworthy over the
phone, but also smart. Honest, but sharp. Educated, but not “better
than you.” It is very difficult to teach people how to improve their
tone, but let me make it very clear upfront that the words in the script
that you will learn in this book work a lot better if your tone is great.
In fact, if you add tone and body language (everything but the actual
words you say), it is 93 percent of how humans communicate.

This is why you hear quips like “motion creates emotion” and why
you often see inside sales reps standing and selling (or throwing a
football to one another) as they talk to a lead. It gets their blood pump-
ing, makes the long days of dialing for dollars a little more bearable,
but most importantly, it improves their tone! I sold more vacations in
one day than most of the salespeople alongside me sold in a week. I
wrotemore loans inmy first week at Quicken Loans thanmost of their
seasoned bankers wrote in an entire month. I can assure you that my
words and looks were not why people were buying. I barely knewwhat
I was talking about (“fake it ’til you make it” comes to mind) and they
couldn’t see me. My success out of the gate was simply my enthusi-
astic tone, plus the company providing me with a proven script and
solid leads.
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triggers do you want to use? and (b) What messages/links/paths do
you want to display when those triggers are activated by a visitor?

These behavior-based website “messages” (which can also be
extended to email marketing messages covered on page 66) person-
alize the experience for the visitor and give them every opportunity
to connect in a relevant, semi-automated-for-you way, without being
too creepy or annoying.

For a more traditional “live chat,” Olark and Zopim both make
great tools that can easily be integrated into nearly any existing web-
site in just a few minutes. Think of your website like a retail store.
If you follow The Conversion Code, thousands of people are going to
walk in each month. By having someone available in case they are
not “just browsing,” you truly provide an appreciated service to the
serious buyers who want more help, but may not quite be ready to fill
out a form or call you.

The key to all of these real-time messaging tools is to be avail-
able. You may not be able to be on 24/7, but remember: Just like it
is critical to call an Internet lead immediately, the same is true for
live chat. The nice thing is that once you have this installed on your
site, you will get a push alert each time someone engages with the
automated, customized chat tool. Make sure that on each and every

Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.2

chat your purpose is to be helpful, but also to get their information
(name, email, phone number). They will want to use the chat to get a
quick response; you want to use the chat to book an appointment or
get them on the phone as quickly as possible.

Here is an example of an actual live chat that led to a conver-
sion. Be sure to pay close attention to how our team doesn’t benefit
dump about what we do when we have a hot, live chat lead. Instead,
they focus on booking them for an appointment with sales and getting
their phone number (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.2 shows another example of just how hot live chat leads
can be.

I have found that live chat leads are some of the best leads. If you
have not been getting them until now, enjoy. If you have had live chat
installed, but were not using it the right way, you will find that using
these best practices will consistently get you quality appointments for
your sales team. You want a lead on your calendar, not on your web-
site! Live chatmakes that transition frommarketing to sales seamless.

LANDING PAGES ARE THE NEW BLACK

In 2003, the IT department at Microsoft invented landing pages in
response to poor online sales of their flagship business product, Office.
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Figure 1.3

page was an offer to “Get Your Home’s Value” or “Free eBook
about Facebook Ads,” you would basically want to repeat that
as closely as you can with your headline. Remember, you have
eight seconds (four seconds less than you had a decade ago)
tops to keep their attention. Don’t get too cute with the copy of
the headline, or the rest of this list won’t matter.

2. Subheadline: With the subheadline, we simply want to con-
tinue them down the path the headline started them on. If “Get
Your Home’s Value” or “Free eBook about Facebook Ads” were
the headline, a good subheadline would be “Home Value Report
Will Be 100% Accurate as of Today’s Date” or “27 Facebook Ads
You Can Run Today for More Leads.”

3. Description: Make sure you triple-check all grammar, punc-
tuation, and spelling (Grammarly can help with this if you
know you screw up often). This holds true of ALL copy I
will cover in this book. Landing page descriptions, Facebook
ads (page 48), blog posts (page 21), emails and SMS messages
(page 91) should all be looked at with a microscope before
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BuildZoom (a marketplace for locating contractors) saw even bet-
ter results when they added an image to every page on their site. They
also shared their results in the foregoing article, finding “the overall
time-on-site suddenly increased by about 150 percent, from an aver-
age of 1 minute to 2.5 minutes per visitor.”6

These are HUGE jumps in time on page and time on site, giving
you a greater chance to engage or capture a lead, achieved by simply
adding great pictures to your content.

Pro tip: There are plenty of free-to-use stock photos out there
where you can find great images for your blog posts. At Curaytor, we
use StockUp and Pexels.

THE 1,500+ WORD SWEET SPOT

SerpIQ and Medium both released some fascinating and helpful data
regarding how long a blog post should be. What they discovered was
that longer-form content does better in search engines and social
media.

The average piece of content that reaches page one of Google has
more than 2,000 words! You can also see how the ranking of 1–10 was
also nearly directly proportionate to the length of the content.

Figure 2.1 Average Length of Top-Performing Content
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Figure 4.1

My six-year-old daughter tells me to “look it up on Facebook”
or “post that on Instagram” all the time. She has never asked me
to “Google” something or to “pull up” a website. Google, PPC, SEO,
and the other social networks matter. It’s just that Facebook matters
the most.

But despite this overwhelming evidence, it is being greatly
underutilized as a purposeful, consistent, and quality lead gener-
ation source. How underutilized? As of February 2015, there were
only 2 million advertisers on Facebook. Two billion users, 2 million
advertisers . . .

When you go deeper into the number of advertisers that are doing
it right, there is certainly even less competition. So in this chapter of
The Conversion Code I will teach you how to leverage the New Inter-
net (Facebook) to capture leads every single day. I’m going to start
with the things that you can do today, for free, on Facebook to gener-
ate leads.

FACEBOOK PROFILE PRO TIPS

Even if you never run a Facebook ad, never start a Facebook page,
or never admin a Facebook group (all of which I will teach ahead),
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Figure 4.2

Figure 4.3

Figure 4.4
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Figure 6.1

THE FORTUNE IS IN THE FOLLOW-UP

Now that you have leads regularly coming in, the real work starts:
Ensuring you create quality sales appointments on a consistent
on-demand basis. In Section Two, I will teach you how to turn hot,
new, and old “bad” Internet leads into appointments and show you
how I use automation plus a person (scheduler) to turn new leads
into instant appointments for my sales team (closers). Technology
will be a huge part of this, but having the right people in place
matters even more.

You need to decide before you proceedwhat boat you are in regard-
ing resources. In a perfect world, you have someone dedicated to call-
ing every new lead as quickly as humanly possible in an effort to
schedule them quickly for a lengthier call with your “real” sales team.
As soon as they say they want to speak further and they are interested,
only then is the actual salesperson looped in. You can “hot transfer”
the lead on the spot or book them for the near future. In the next
section, I introduce a 20/20/20 sale. If you have what is sometimes
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Figure 6.2

called an ISA (inside sales associate) on your team, they will basically
be doing the equivalent of the first 20: gaining control, digging deep,
qualifying, and uncovering objections, before transferring to a closer.
Another way to use an ISA is to leverage them to call your old leads
so that your higher-commissioned salespeople don’t have to get told
no as often. When a salesperson can focus on selling while a sched-
uler focuses on appointments, you create a much better quality of life
for everyone.

Far too often talented salespeople get a job thinking that their
leads and appointments would be handled for them and all they had
to do was pitch, only to later learn that that they also have to spend
much of their time cold-calling and prospecting to leads who would
never buy right now, but might be willing to set up a semiserious call
if you catch them at the right time, with the right script. Salespeople
should be selling not scheduling.

If you are the scheduler and the salesperson, it gets tougher but
it is not impossible. In fact, when we started Curaytor, I was the mar-
keter, the scheduler, and the closer! I am guessing I am not the only
one who has had to wear more than one hat. And even though it was
tough and I started losing my sanity, I got us to a couple of million
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Figure 6.3 Impact of Speed-to-Response on Lead Conversion

Figure 6.4 The Optimal Number of Calls
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Figure 6.5 Best Days and Times to Contact Leads

first day and again on day two. Call onminute 1,minute 10,minute 30,
hour three, and day two, as an example. Meanwhile, the median time
for a company that does call back is three-plus hours and 47 percent
of companies never even respond, yet we always blame the leads for
being “bad.”

It’s also helpful to know that calling leads during certain hours
and on certain days works best (see Figure 6.5). The ideal time to call
leads in order to convert them is between 8 and 10 A.M. and 4 and
6 P.M. Calling on Wednesday and Thursday gives you the best chance
at reaching someone. This makes perfect sense. You can get someone
on the phone BEFORE their day gets going or as it is winding down.
You also have amuch better chance of contacting someone during the
middle of the week than you do on a Monday or a Friday. Basically,
when people are driving to or from work during the middle of the
week is when you have the best shot!

But let’s be honest: Ideally, someone on your team is calling all
day, every day. For those of you who simply cannot call leads all the
time, be sure you use a scalpel when you schedule your call blocks.
Sadly, I know a LOT of salespeople who NEVER start their day by 8 A.M.

and are off the clock by 4 . . .
Beyond calling quickly and often, which you should set up

reminders for in the form of an action plan applied to all new leads
in any CRM, you must also use automated emails and text messages
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When you do have more time to prepare for a pitch, you can do
a much more advanced variation of what I just explained. Here is
exactly what I do before every sales pitch that is at a set time and date:

Step 1 of the Two-Step Lead Stalk. I always start with a Google
search. However, I do not just search for the lead’s name (unless it is
very unique). In my case, there are 3,730,000 exact matches for “Chris
Smith” when you Google it. None of the guys pictured in Figure 8.1
are me, although I did always hope to play in the NBA one day.

Instead, you are going to Google search the lead’s email address.
By searching Chris@Curaytor.com, instead of “Chris Smith,” the
results are reduced to 13,900 total (and now they are all about me
in some capacity). You can see Google found my company website
(with phone number), plus my Facebook and LinkedIn profiles (see
Figure 8.2); both have a plethora of information about my career,
interests, and family life.

Think of a lead’s email address as their online thumbprint or
Social Security number. There may be millions of people with my
name, but there are zero people with my exact email address. You
should also use email addresses when searching for people on social

Figure 8.1
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Figure 8.2

media sites like Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. We all registered for
those sites using our email address, so when you search by email it
finds one result, not tens of thousands.

You should also do a quick Facebook search using their email
address and/or phone number. When you find a lead on Facebook, it
immediately opens up a treasure chest of personal information about
them that is highly empowering for me as a salesperson. Because this
is inside sales, finding a lead on Facebook also helps me remember
that it is still a person on the other end of the call. I even find it helps
to look at their profile pic while I chat with them.

Professional Sales Stalking Tools

There are also some pro tools you can use to stalk your leads prepitch
when a Google search is not enough or does not return the insights
you need. Spokeo, Intelius, Wink, Zabasearch, and PeekYou all also
provide “big data” that is super useful for salespeople. Many CRMs also
enrich the lead’s profile automatically with “big data.”
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ALWAYS BE CLOSING

The easiest way to remember FBT is to just think of it as the literal
incarnation of the famous and oft-used sales quip fromDavidMamet’s
Glengarry Glen Ross, “Always Be Closing.” With each module of FBT
you complete, you are closing during your pitch, as opposed to just
one big close at the end. These “minicloses” force the lead to agree that
they need and want what you sell before you ask them to buy it with
your “real close” at the end. If you are only talking features (and even
benefits), but you are not using a tie-down, you will be amazed at how
well they work, empowering you and giving you a clear psychological
advantage over your caller.

As you proceed through your Features, Benefits, and Tie-Downs
during your perfect pitch, there will be a moment when the person’s
excitement is higher than the cost of what you sell. Identifying this
moment is critical.

This is why I never forgot this chart. When you’re great at inside
sales, you are laser-focused at getting to thismoment at all times. With
each module of Feature, Benefit, Tie-Down, we’re taking them up the
equivalent of one stair. With some people, you have to climb five stairs
to close them. For some, it is only three. For others, it’s seven.

Prepare the most compelling seven to eight Feature, Benefit,
Tie-Downs you can come up with. But what we’re really look-
ing to do is to place one strategically in the middle that is our
highest-valued item.

At Curaytor, we don’t just run through the FBTs of our technology
and strategies. We also know a big part of why we get hired is because
we do all the setup for our clients. We set up their Facebook ads, their

Figure 13.1


